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                19 Mar. 2024
              
              Press: Newark's Terminal A receives Skytrax 5-Star Award

            

            Munich Airport International GmbH (MAI) and its subsidiary, Munich Airport NJ LLC (MANJ), today announced Terminal A at Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR) was awarded a 5-Star Airport Terminal Rating from Skytrax, the air travel industry’s premier rating organization. 
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                13 Mar. 2024
              
              Press: 90% of pre-pandemic level reached

            

            Munich Airport can look back on a successful year in air freight in 2023. According to data from the German Airports Association (ADV), Munich Airport was the only major German airport to record growth in freight transportation in 2023. 
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                11 Mar. 2024
              
              Press: Direct Flights to Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City

            

            Direct flights can be booked effective immediately: Vietnam Airlines will take off from Munich Airport for the first time at the start of the 2024/25 winter flight schedule at the end of October. In so doing, the airline is expanding its Asian flight program from Munich and will fly passengers twice a week to Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. The airline will use either an Airbus A350-900 or a Boeing B787-9 for these new flights. 
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                11 Mar. 2024
              
              Press: Antonov An-124 at Munich Airport 

            

            With the introduction of the JEEVES service robot, passengers at Munich Airport can shop at a self-driving robot. Originally designed for use in the hotel and healthcare sector, a robot of this type is now being used for the first time in the world as a "snackbot" at an airport. 
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          [image: Snackbot „JEEVES" at Munich Airport at Terminal 2]

        

        
          
            
              
                05 Mar. 2024
              
              Press: An innovative travel experience shortly before takeoff

            

            With the introduction of the JEEVES service robot, passengers at Munich Airport can shop at a self-driving robot. Originally designed for use in the hotel and healthcare sector, a robot of this type is now being used for the first time in the world as a "snackbot" at an airport. 
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                04 Mar. 2024
              
              Press: Munich Airport and Incheon Airport Corporation launch cooperation

            

            Munich Airport and South Korea's Incheon Airport Corporation (IIAC) are embarking on an intensive cooperation in the field of aviation training. Hag Jae Lee, CEO of Seoul Airport, and Jost Lammers, CEO of Munich Airport, today signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) at Munich Airport’s “Airport Academy”.
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                29 Jan. 2024
              
              Press: 107 weekly flight connections

            

            A total of nine airlines are currently planning 107 weekly flights to 14 destinations in ten countries in East and South Asia. Before the pandemic, in the 2019 summer schedule, there were 101 flights operated by five airlines to ten destinations in seven countries.
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          [image: On the occasion of the resumption of the flight connection, representatives of Air China and Munich Airport were delighted with the new start together with the crew.]

        

        
          
            
              
                19 Jan. 2024
              
              Press: From Munich to Shanghai

            

            After a break of almost four years due to the pandemic, Air China has resumed flights between Munich Airport and the Chinese business metropolis of Shanghai as of today. Modern and efficient Airbus A350-900 long-haul aircraft are being operated three times a week. 
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                11 Jan. 2024
              
              Press: Air    traffic continues to grow significantly in 2023

            

            The ongoing positive development at Munich Airport is clearly reflected in the traffic figures for 2023. Passenger numbers rose by five million year-on-year to a total of 37 million. With its current passenger volume, Munich Airport has reached around 80% of the record level from the pre-crisis year 2019. The number of aircraft movements rose by six percent compared to 2022 to more than 300,000 take-offs and landings. The seat load factor reached a record level of 81.3 percent, thereby exceeding 80 percent for the first time since the airport opened. 
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                16 Nov. 2023
              
              How aviation can become more sustainable

            

            The aviation industry has recognized the signs of the times: Researchers and technicians are working on the question of how to fly in the future without harming the climate.
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                15 Nov. 2023
              
              Press: Net Zero emission by 2035 instead of 2050

            

            Flughafen München GmbH (FMG) is intensifying its existing climate targets and now intends to achieve net zero by 2035 rather than 2050 as previously. Achieving net zero means reducing the emissions that the airport itself can influence – known as Scope 1 and 2 emissions – by a minimum of 90%. The remaining around 10% of emissions must be actively and permanently removed from the atmosphere. 
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                    We look forward to your feedback.
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